Michele Ann Divine (1948-2008) Papers
1965-1984
1 cubic foot, 8 flat boxes, oversize

Uniforms and training materials of flight attendant with Trans World Airlines (TWA).

BIOGRAPHY:

Michele Ann Marsh Divine was born in Honolulu, Hawaii. Her childhood was spent in Norfolk, Virginia where she graduated from Norfolk Catholic High School in 1966. She attended St. Mary’s College in Leavenworth, Kansas. In 1970 Michelle joined Trans World Airlines as a flight attendant. She eventually became a Flight Service Manager.

PROVENANCE:

This gift was received from Lynn Ubben as accession KA1804 on June 15, 2010.

COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS:

The Donor has given and assigned to the State Historical Society of Missouri all rights of copyright which the Donor has in the Materials and in such of the Donor’s works as may be found among any collections of Materials received by the Society from others.

PREFERRED CITATION:

Specific item; folder number; Michele Ann Divine (1948-2008) Papers (K0573); The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City [after first mention may be abbreviated to SHSMO-KC].
CONTACT:

The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City
302 Newcomb Hall, University of Missouri-Kansas City
5123 Holmes Street, Kansas City, MO 64110-2499
(816) 235-1543 SHSofMO-KC@umsystem.edu
http://shs.umsystem.edu/index.shtml

DESCRIPTION:

This collection of uniforms and training materials were acquired by Michelle Divine during her tenure as Flight Attendant with TWA. The bulk of the collection is uniforms dating from 1970 to 1978. The training materials date from 1970 to 1984.

INVENTORY:

BOX 001

GENERAL

Folder 1. Newsletter, ALSSA-TWU, Edition 10 October 1970 re: strike; Cabin announcements and In-Flight Translator May 1965; Map-Dallas-Ft. Worth February 5, 1970; misc. flight attendant items


Folder 4. Medical reports-claims-correspondence 1982-1983

Folder 5. Flight Attendant notebook-June, July, August 1984


Folder 7. TWA Notebook- In Flight Services 1984

Folder 8. TWA Notebook- In Flight Services – Liquor Control-Entertainment 1983-1983


Folder 10. TWA agreement with Flight Attendants 1973; The American Trainer owners’ manual 1972; national Geographic August 1972

Folder 11. TWA In Flight Service Handbook 1979

Folder 12. Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, Department of Transportation 1971

Folder 13. TWA promotional items, blank “wing” awards

**FLAT BOX 001** DALTON designed UNIFORMS 1968-1971
- Item 1. Red winter coat
- Item 2. Navy summer coat

**FLAT BOX 002** DALTON designed UNIFORMS 1968-1971
- Item 1. Poppy dress and jacket
- Item 2. Green dress and jacket
- Item 3. Navy summer jacket
- Item 4. Summer dress with navy belt [nickname: Girl Scout outfit”]
- Item 5. Serving garment with belt

**FLAT BOX 003** VALENTINO designed ENSEMBLES 1971
- Item 1. Purple slacks
- Item 2. Purple jacket
- Item 3. Purple dress with gold buttons
- Item 4. Purple dress with belt, and extra belt
- Item 5. Purple coat with gold buttons

**FLAT BOX 004** VALENTINO designed ENSEMBLES 1971
- Item 1. Beige tunic coat with gold buttons and tie belt
- Item 2. Beige short sleeved dress with buttons and belts
- Item 3. Serving garment with belt
- Item 4. Hot pants
- Item 5. Brown pants suit
- Item 6. Brown short coat with gold buttons
- Item 7. Serving garment with belt
- Item 8. Brown purse
- Item 9. Sleeve inserts with Velcro
- Item 10. Buttons, sewing kit

**FLAT BOX 005** STAN HERMAN designed UNIFORMS 1974
- Item 1. Royal blue pants suit: safari jacket, belt, pants
- Item 2. Body suits-beige (2)
- Item 3. Pants, beige with pin stripes
Item 4. Royal blue skirt
Item 5. Royal blue pants
Item 6. Soft brick belted safari jacket
Item 7. Soft brick skirt
Item 8. Soft brick pants
Item 9. Sweaters: soft brick, gold, royal blue
Item 10. Serving garment-blue
Item 11. Scarf

**FLAT BOX 006** STAN HERMAN designed UNIFORMS 1974
Item 1. Beige summer coat, hat
Item 2. Royal blue wool coat with belt
Item 3. Serving garment-light blue

**FLAT BOX 007** RALPH LAUREN designed UNIFORMS 1978
Item 1. Grey-blue wool blend pants
Item 2. Grey-blue wool blend skirt
Item 3. Grey-blue wool blend jacket
Item 4. Navy wool skirt
Item 5. Navy wool pants
Item 6. Navy wool jacket-heavy
Item 7. Navy summer jacket with wings
Item 8. Navy summer skirt
Item 9. Navy summer pants
Item 10. Serving garment
Item 11. White shirts-Hathaway, Van Heusen (2)
Item 12. Sweater
Item 13. Ties, scarf, belt

**FLAT BOX 008** RALPH LAUREN designed UNIFORMS 1978
Item 1. Navy blue all weather coat, with lining and wool button-on collar
Item 2. Purse- black, with sewing kits and TWA map of routes around the world.

**FLAT BOX 009** OVERSIZE ITEMS (in office)
Item 1. Picture-TWA L-1011 airplane
Item 2. Calendar-TWA 1972